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Introduction
Wrongness now means singleness. The constructs of
right and wrong imply an either/or world, not the
polysemous, polyvalent one of dreams and images.
James Hillman 1

In my work, I am concerned with how my perspective changes when
the time frame, my attention span and direction, frame of mind, or frame
of reference changes. These more conceptual frameworks are represented

•

in the work through the use of physical frames and other structural
devices. The process of changing my perspective, or reinterpretting subject
matter is conveyed through the imagery. Within the work, I do not try to
encourage a particular interpretation as better or worse than another. My
sensibilities tend toward a pluralism that sees each perspective as
potentially good, bad, both or neither given a certain context. Each point of
view is revealing but also incomplete. The work instead endorses the view
that more than one, or preferably more than two either/or perspectives
are potentially valid or viable.
I consider the subject matter I draw from to be fairly familiar to
00kMilan experience as are the frames and other devices I use. I feel this

•

allows people to enter the work through their own experiences. Any lesser
known references that I use are not essential to understanding the work.
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in a generative capacity for me, however, so I haw included

some of them in the following explication.

Images

In my work, I like to incorporate different versions of an image. I also like
to build images of one subject out of various materials. Current in art
critisism Is the idea that people's images of themselves and the world are
formed through images portrayed in visual art and popular media such as
film and television. Influential images can be restrictive and counter
productive. Part of the problem stems from the use of image making

•

conventions that are taken for granted to the point of being considered an
objective portrayal of reality. I feel that by using various materials it is
more difficult to take the construction of the image for granted. By
portraying an image in several versions, each version becomes more
apparently an interpretation with omissions and inclusions.
Another reason I like to use more than one representation or material
is

that there is then room for a metaphoric play with the images.

Metaphors are useful because they integrate diverse phenomena and
perspectives without sacrificing their diversity.2 By seeming to be
paradoxical at first, but managing to provide insight anyway, metaphors
shed some light on the delimiting nature of the language that constitutes
them. In visual metaphors, I think that light is shed on the conventions of
•

representation and how these conventions help to shape perspectives. That
is, by shaping a new perspective that falls outside the confines of the prior
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perspectives, those confines become more apparent.

The Work
I will discuss four artworks

included in the exhibition to illustrate how

the concerns I have outlined in this paper are mediated within the work.

Weather Pattern
Many of my works revolve around culturally abstracted natural
phenomena such as growth and dormancy; seasonal changes, weather and
other cyclical changes. That the natural must be viewed through the lens

•

of cultural understanding is indicated by including landscape elements
within a frame, a well known cultural container. As well, things generally
considered to be cultural, such as furniture and architectural devices are
of ten included.
For example, on the dark and stormy night side of the Weather
Patters, patterned paper acts in a fashion similar to wallpaper. The same
pattern carries into streaks in the 'sky'. These streaks may be read as
rain or as some indication of the wind's direction. The purple plane that
covers the back of the frame can be read either as a sky or a wall, or
something of both. The presence of the butterfly and moths showing
through the red grid make the status of the purple plane more ambiguous.

The wire grid which shows through apertures in the purple plane is also

•

broken up and placed in the sky as a representation of lightning,
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As this work began as a book, I thought it might be suitable for it to
have literary references. The butterfly and moths that show through the
apertures refer to a scientific theory about weather called the 'Butterfly
Effect'.3 This theory states that for someone wanting to predict an outcome
in the weather, a very small oversight initially may have major effects in
a broad overview later on. I should mention that the butterfly and moths
were found lying squashed on the sidewalk in attitudes which resemble
flight. This might help to explain why I included moths in my literary
reference. I also felt that the nocturnally active moths would be more
appropriate to the night side of the work. The butterfly is appropriate to

•

the diurnal interior of the work.
The butterfly and moths are very large relative to the table and chair
on the dark and stormy night side. Relative to the swamp-like scene on the
inside of the work, they are more in scale with other elements. In Weather
Pattern there are several different references to alternate perspectives and
interpretations. The scale changes that occur with the butterfly and moths
and their contexts may be considered one of these, as an overlapping of
near and far perspectives. The glass rods in the swamp scene might
represent several phenomena such as a different kind of rain, or perhaps
the distorting effects of heat waves. They alter the vertical horizontal
order of the grid and so represent a new way of ordering the grid, or a
different way of looking at it. The apertures in the purple plane indicate

•

different perspectives in much the same way that windows will offer
different perspectives. The grid itself may be read as a means of
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•
formulating a picture or quantifying a perspective. What appear as
obscured windows from the outside of the work form a ground on the
inside of the work for the striped rushes (the swamp plants). The close
interrelationship of the organic bodies of the rushes to their architectural

setting points to an interrelationship between the cultural and the natural
world, and between what is perceived and what is known.
The two patterns used in the work tend to operate in a similar way
to figure-ground illustrations often found in drawing and design manuals.
These illustrations include the rabbit-duck and faces-vase which are
shown below along with one of the patterned papers used in Weather

•
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In each of these images, one image or the other is likely to form depending
on how the viewer holds his or her attention. More effort is required to

see both images at the same time. In these two patterns, one element of the

•

pattern takes precedence over the other in the viewer's attention. More
effort is required to see the pattern as an integrated whole. This and other
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references to ways and means of looking all tie together within the work's
theme.
There are several plays with time in the work. Within the inside
scene, the colour of the sky changes depending on whether the darker
outside panel is open or closed. For me, this changes the time of day
indicated from morning to full daylight or full daylight to evening. The
relatively blank blue and red frame also acts in a more subtle way to
qualify the time and atmospheric conditions.
Time is also indicated through more narrative means. As I mentioned
before, the format of the work began with the idea of a book. I was going

•

to hinge it like a book but changed my mind. Instead, it is hinged like a
screen so that all three parts are visible when the work is fully opened.
The work can be opened sequentially like a narrative. Alternately, it can
be viewed as a whole similar to perceiving all sides of a sculpture as a
whole: Read as a narrative, the night side might be seen to be the past,
with the center as the present and the blank frame as the future.
Alternately, the night side might be read as the present with the past or
future embodied in the other frames. In another reading, the blank frame
might serve as a question through which the other frames are formulated
much as a question will formulate an answer. When the work is folded up
the time frame in each reading is compressed both physically and visually.
This compression might mean that the events are occurring at the same

•

time: In other words; the visual events are arranged in the same way that
the word 'meanwhile' will arrange events in a written narrative. The

•

•

•
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narrative function of meanwhile seems similar to me to the cognitive
function that permits a three dimensional object, viewed in succession, to
be appreciated as a simultaneous whole.

Storm Pattern
The work called Storm Pattern also revolves around the subject of
weather. In this work each of the frames could be occurring at the same
time or in succession. I consider the separate frames to be more
analogous to shifts of attention. Duration or activity of a sequential nature
happens with the movement of the fan inside the work acting on the

•

frames rather than through any movement of the frames themselves. This
work began from a specific situation. I moved several times while living in
Halifax. At some of the places I lived there were noise problems. At one
residence I had the use of a fan that proved to be an effective white noise
generator, taking the edge off of the noises that would resonate eerily
through the old wooden house, allowing me to sleep. Later on, in another
house, I had cause to wish for another fan. Unable to find a fan at that
time of year, I tried several other devices which proved far less effective.
To make a long story short, I began to really miss the pleasant frame of
mind that led into sleep. The rare occasions when silence prevailed were
often accompanied by rain or freezing rain, Halifax being Halifax. The

sounds accompanying rain and wind have become associated in my

•

memory and in the artwork with the kind of attentiveness that I
experience before falling asleep. This attentiveness is characterised by a
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relaxed shifting or flowing of attention from one aspect of a situation to
another aspect or to a related situation or aspect thereof. The frames of
this work act in a similar way to the aspects of a situation that I might
contemplate. The wind from the fan acts as a quirkily regular mechanised
version of the shift of attention. The sounds of the wind and the rain
appeal to me in a way similar to music. I thought it would be nice to have
a version of these sounds on a continuous basis.

The Thaw
Unlike storm Pattern, I did not originally attempt to incorporate noise
in The Thaw. I was attracted to the keys because of a curious visual
congruence with the fish bones beneath the hanging keys. If anything, I
expected the keys to click and rattle, rather than jingle and chime. I like
the way that the noise works with the movement of the frames. Because
of a bit of give in the bearing that supports the work, the keys make noise
when the frame which encloses the chair is moved, making the other
side's presence felt even when not in view. Out of sight need not be out of
mind in this case. There is a question of sorts posed by the coincidence of
the two main images in the work. Their connection seems to require a
key. In a narrative, it is generally the key events that -are included. Their
significant nature is demonstrated by the exclusion of events which are
not necessarily relevant to the narrative. This act of including and
eXelliding events becomes very easy to take for granted to the point of
being invisible. Conventions of narration can come to be taken as objective

•

•

•
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accounts of reality. These conventions only seem pronounced when too
much is included, or too much is excluded. If this work is viewed as a
narrative, then it would fall into the latter category, Although the
possibility of a narration exists in the work, because it opens in sections
and seems to show a development from one side to the other, I feel that the
connections between the two subject matters is best understood through a
more metaphoric, tensive relationship.

In Another Light
The work called In Another Light bears this title because it is a change

•

of light that helps to reveal the different spatial characteristics that the
interior images may adopt. This work contains two mechanisms, a bearing
to turn it, and a joint to allow it to tilt up and down towards a light
source.
I often use branches or twigs in my art works to represent trees. I
tend to think of these leafless trees as dormant rather than dead.
Dormancy interests me as a sleep like state which is not death but not
very lively either. The trees depicted in In Another Light are an exception
to this tendency. These trees are not only not dormant, but quite
thoroughly dead to the point that they have begun to resemble the rocklike
structures

that support them. In this way, they are more akin to the

fossil inside the work. I find the swirling shallow movement around the

•

rocks interesting as this too is treated in a fashion similar to the rocks. If
the trees constitute a petrified forest, then this movement could be
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petrified water that flows through it.
The format of this work vaguely resembles a telescope. The work's
reference is astronomical: the constellation Draco, named f • r a dragon. A
long time ago, I read a fossil book that talked about how so

e ancient

civilization, possibly the Greeks, found dinosaur fossils and rather than
assuming that these were remains of dead animals, assum d that these
were animals waiting to spontaneously generate into life. T is idea casts
an interesting light on the fossil and petrified forest, rende ing them into a
kind of dormancy after all. This fits with the visual impre sion of fossils
having the shapes of life and also, sometimes, a gesture su

•

esting

movement.

All Of The Others
Remaining constructions in the show incorporate ideas
throughout this paper. Following is a discussion of theoreti

iscussed
I issues that

inform my studio practice.

Time
One of the main concerns in my work is the question o how time
operates in a visual art work. I often run into the opinion hat it doesn't in
any significant fashion: For example, Susanne K, Langer tal s about visual
art as a non-temporal, spatially based art form in Feeling and Form.

•

That spectrum of emotions is the organising "idea" in the
non-temporal arts. The life of feeling is shown in
timeless projection. Only art, which creates its elements
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instead of taking them from the world, can exhibit tension and
resolution simultaneously, through the illusion of "spacetensions" and "space-resolutions", 4

The implications in this point of view are that visual art is spacial because
it does not involve a duration. Everything is presented at once, so that art
can leave behind the mundane succession of events involved in having a
duration, In The Phenomenology of the Aesthetic Experience, Mikel
Dufrenne elaborates on this idea, suggesting that any duration in an art
work resides with the viewer.

•

Let us remember Kant's lesson: movement in the subject
precedes movement in the object.... We are all aware that, in all
visual perception, simultaneity is mediated by succession.
The look wanders over the object and never comes to a
complete stop. It is by this movement of the look that the
movement of the object appears.... But this quasi
imperceptible and unregulated movement hardly awakens in
us the feeling of duration. Rather we feel inert before inert
things. 5
I generally agree with the first part of this statement because it fairly
accurately describes my experience of looking at artwork. The second part
Of this statement does not: I quite often pay attention to the duration or
order of events as I take in an artwork. Quite often this seems very
important to how the art works and how well it works.
I don't expect other people to take in an artwork quickly and
timelessly because I don't, Different artworks seem to me to take different
lengths of time to take in. By working with different degrees of complexity
in the imagery and by using certain formatting devices, such as insets and
moveable frames, I can play with the amount of time it takes to look at
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my work. I also find it very interesting to play with movement in the
work to complement 'movement of the look' mentioned by Dufrenne.
I felt that since the works are somewhat complex and might take time
to look at, setting them on tables and having chairs for people to sit on
would be a good idea. I mostly work on them sitting at a table, and this
seems like a natural environment for them. The chairs and tables in some
of the art works present a certain possibility for visual relationships
between the actual world and the world preconfigured within the work.
The large dividers are studies after various works as are the small
paintings. These were developed through further exploring possibilities

•

presented by the constructions. I originally intended to have the dividers
visually interact with the works more integrally. I was curious as to
what would happen to the scale changes involved between the large
screens and the small works. As I started making a large divider based on
this idea, however the small works placed next to it looked like miniatures
and the scale relations within them suffered.

Positioning the Work In Contemporary Art Discourses
I have difficulty situating my work in contemporary art discourses. I
feel that the discourses based on aesthetic considerations and the discourses
based on social and political implications of art largely present an either/or
situation. Each type of discourse considers the other to be irrelevant if not

•

overtly detrimental. It seems in the former that art is meant to reflect
and provide insight into the human condition. But anything drawn from
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•
that condition inhabits a special status or becomes autonomous by its

transposition to an expressive form. The latter discourse often sees this
transposition as a seductively didactic distraction for people who would do
better to examin

the social circumstances under which they are

oppressed. More ver aesthetic qualities are shown to insidiously endorse
the oppressing i eology. According to Janet Wolff in The S'ocial Production of
Art..

•

The sociol gical study of art has done a good job in
exposing many of the extra-aesthetic elements involved in aesthetic
,judgement - the values of class, or the influence of political or moral
ideas, for example. It has been less successful to date in substituting
new aesthetic, which does not pretend to a false neutrality on non
aesthetic questions. Even the better attempts at this conclude by
collapsing artistic merit into political correctness, and where they do
not resort to this equation, they retain some aspects of a universal,
timeless aesthetic quality which it is difficult to defend.6
Authors, however, such as Griselda Pollock in Vision and Difference 7
and John Berger in Ways of Seeing 8 and About Loolring 9 seem to be able to

draw close connections between aesthetic characteristics in artworks and
the social circumstances that may have formed them without doubting the
validity of either. I find this approach to be a generative source for
speculation. But I think it is considered a compromise solution by more
polarised positions within each discourse.
My position would also be considered a compromise. I think it is

reasonable to see a reciprocal interaction between social and other

•

environmental influences and the forms and contents of artworks.
An understanding of artworks' overt and latent didacticism and
socially interactive capacity are important to keep in mind when
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making or looking at artwork. On the other hand, I think a concern
for aesthetic qualities should not be abandoned because these qualities
can be interpreted as having been badly used. If the aesthetic
character of an artwork constitutes a valid epistemological form, or
way of understanding the world, dismissing it in favour of a more
discursive and overtly didactic form could have serious consequences.
Denis Donoghue discusses this possibility in The Arts Without
Mystery.
But Art is not Just hostile to our particular form of
society; it is neither left wing nor right wing. It's antagonistic
not to reality but to any and every official knowledge of it.
This antagonism should be maintained whether the official
determination of society is bourgeous liberal, Marxist,
aristocratic or Fascist. That's why aesthetics must never
degenerate into politics or psychology. Both are reductive and
play into the hands of a society that likes nothing better than
to reduce the arts to a form of knowledge it already
endorses. 10

Conclusion
I have discussed my work focusing mainly on how I have mediated
the process of changing my perspective through visual art conventions. I
have touched only briefly on why I find this a useful thing to do. I think
that the procession of changing perspectives is a vital part of living,
learning and growing. For example, dreaming is a very different way of
seeing events unfold and a very different way of ordering significance,
compared to a more pragmatic view of reality. As such dreams might well

e

seem like frivolous escapism. Yet, if dreaming is discontinued, people
become unbalanced and loose sight of pragmatic realism. Two authors,
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Leshan and Margeneau discuss this tendency in Einstein's Space and Van
Gogh

SAy. 11

This follows a description of how people can easily go

through several changes in their state of mind daily. On reflection, or from
a removed perspective, the ways that reality is comprised by each state
might seem drastically different in the way that time moves, events
change, subjects and objects interrelate, and priorities are established.
In a way, looking at my work

is

like having that reflective or

removed perspective. The parts seem eclectic at first, and require a kind of
order that lies outside of the framework of common sense. This ordering
process may not seem as crystalline and holistic as might be found in more
reductively principled artistic conventions. Nor will my works gel easily
into a specific critique or examination of representation. However, it is
more authentic to my experience of life as a complex event that constantly
shifts and changes while somehow always remaining relatively cohesive
and comprehensible.

•
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